#1629 The Yom Kippur War and the Abomination of Desolation – The series of 4’s (fours)
leading up to and surrounding the latter day(s) fulfillment of Daniel 8:9 through Harry
Truman and the Atomic Bomb, part 2f, Mount Rushmore with its Four Presidents:
Roosevelt means rose field
A Dictionary of Surnames states the following about the name Roosevelt:
Dutch: topographic name for someone living by an area of uncultivated land overgrown with
roses, from Dutch roose rose + velt open country (cf. field).
Roosevelt means ‘rose field’

Theodore Roosevelt

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Key Understanding: Roosevelt and Isaiah 40:6-8. The Lord prophetically ordained the
name Roosevelt, which has its roots in rose + field, to be tied to the Four Freedoms and
Mount Rushmore’s Four Presidents, because the Four Freedoms (and the life and
presidency of Franklin D. Roosevelt) and Mount Rushmore (and the life and presidency of
Theodore Roosevelt) represent(ed) the glory of man, which will pass away as the roses of
the field (Isaiah 40:6-8).
Isaiah 40:6-8 (NIV) . . . ALL MEN [the number of man is 6 or VI] are like grass, AND ALL
THEIR GLORY is like the [May] FLOWERS [the roses] of the FIELD.
7 The grass withers and THE FLOWERS [the roses] FALL, because the breath of the LORD
blows on them. Surely the people are grass.
8 The grass withers and THE FLOWERS [the roses] FALL, but the word of our God stands
forever.”
[Note: Mount Rushmore was previously known to the Lakota Sioux Indians as Six Grandfathers.
It was renamed for a prominent New York lawyer, Charles E. Rushmore, during an expedition in
1885. Since the number of man is 6 (six), Six Grandfathers prophetically points to the same
‘glory of man’ spirit as does rose + field (Roosevelt).]
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